
 

 

Sermon at Brockenhurst - Sept 13th 2020 
Forgiveness - Matthew 18: 21-end 

 

Prayer: Heavenly Father take my words and let them proclaim the beauty and 

wonder of your name.  Amen 

 

Ernest Hemingway once wrote a short story set in Spain, in which a Father and 

son fall out with one another.   

 

As a result the boy runs away to Madrid, so the father disowns him in disgust, 

wanting nothing more to do with him.   

 

Years later, the father realises that he’d been too harsh - and how much he 

misses his son.  He wanted to put things right and to see his boy again.  So he 

puts an advert in a Madrid newspaper, ’Paco, meet me at the Hotel Montana at 

noon on Tuesday.  All is forgiven.  Papa.’   

But Paco is a common name in Spain, and when the father turned up at the Hotel 

at noon on Tuesday, hoping that his son would be there, he had to force his way 

through a crowd of young men waiting outside the hotel, all named Paco, and all 

longing to be reconciled with their fathers.   

 

So many of us are like all those Paco’s crowding outside that hotel room - in 

desperate need of being forgiven and reconciled to our Heavenly Father and to 

other people. 

 

Many of us, if we are honest, are in need of giving or receiving forgiveness.   

 

The consequences of un-forgiveness are evident everywhere.  We see lack of 

forgiveness in broken marriages, broken friendships, and family feuds between 

parents and children, brothers and sisters.   



 

 

 

Internationally it’s no different either - wherever we look - whether it’s at Jew and 

Arab in the Holy Land or Muslim and Christian, or Muslim against Muslim – black 

against white; male against female - we see the consequences of un-forgiveness 

- un-grace - hatred - playing themselves out throughout history with no apparent 

end in sight. 

 

We need forgiveness - a forgiveness that allows us to live and love again. 

 

In today’s reading from Matthew we heard a parable about forgiveness - a 

parable which tells us just how important it is for each of us to forgive others as 

we have been forgiven. 

 

It begins with Peter asking Jesus a question, ‘How often should I forgive?  As 

many as seven times?’   

 

 

Now Jewish law taught that a person should forgive three times - so we can 

imagine just how holy and gracious Peter thought he was being when he doubled 

this and added one for good luck - three times may not be enough but surely 

seven times was more than generous! 

 

Jesus’ response must have surprised Peter just as it may surprise us - seven 

times was not enough - it should be seventy-seven times - or as other 

translations state seventy times seven.   

 

This does not mean we literally count up to seventy times and then stop forgiving. 

 

No - here Jesus is trying to tell Peter that he - and each one of us - must be willing 

to keep on forgiving for a countless number of times - to keep on loving our 



 

 

enemies and those who hate us - to forgive whatever the cost and for however 

many times we are hurt. 

This seems almost outrageous - surely Jesus doesn’t mean that we have to keep 

on forgiving people when they continue to hurt and harm us.  And if he does - it 

seems so unfair - so un-natural - so difficult a thing to do! 

 

Why would God possibly want us to forgive so generously? 

 

Well I can think of several reasons.   

 

Firstly, and quite simply, because that’s what God is like and we are called to 

grow in his likeness.   

 

Secondly because Christ tells us that we should forgive - indeed as the parable in 

this today’s reading illustrates - our being forgiven depends on our willingness to 

forgive.   

 

 

And finally because the only way in which the chain of revenge and hatred and 

an eye for an eye tooth for a tooth mentality of our world can be broken, is 

through forgiveness.   

 

Forgiveness sets people free to live new transformed lives. 

 

In the bible the word ‘forgive’ means to release - to hurl away - to free yourself.   

 

It also has at its heart the word give or gift. 

   

A gift is something given freely out of love - it cannot be earned. 

 



 

 

To forgive someone then is an act of love which cannot be earned, that sets both 

the giver and the receiver free from the guilt and pain which otherwise would 

fester in them - destroying them.   

It is an act of love, which in setting people free, can transform them.   

 

Forgiveness is an act of love - and it is only when people know that they are loved 

that will have the confidence and trust to change. 

 

A wonderful illustration of this is given in the musical Les Miserables which has 

been a big hit in recent years across the world.   

 

In this story a French prisoner is transformed by forgiveness.  

 

Sentenced to a 19 year term of hard labour for the crime of stealing bread, Jean 

Valjean gradually hardens into a tough convict.   

 

No one could break his will and no one could beat him in a fist fight.   

At last he earns his release but he has to carry an identity card which means that 

no innkeeper will let him - a dangerous felon - spend the night.   

 

For four days he wanders through the countryside, sheltering as best he can 

from the weather until finally a kindly bishop has mercy on him. 

 

That night Jean Valjean lays still in a comfortable bed until the bishop and his 

household are all asleep.   

 

He then rises from his bed, steals the family silver, and creeps off into the night. 

 

The next morning three policemen knock on the bishop’s door, with Valjean 

between them in chains. 



 

 

 

They had caught the convict in flight with the stolen silver, and were ready to lock 

him up for life. 

 

The bishop, however, responded in a way that no one, especially Jean Valjean, 

expected. 

 

‘So here you are!’ he cried to Valjean. ‘I’m delighted to see you.  Had you 

forgotten that I gave you the candlesticks as well?  They’re silver like the rest, 

and worth a lot of money.  Did you forget to take them?’ 

 

Valjean stared at the bishop - open mouthed. 

 

The bishop assured the policemen that Valjean was no thief - the silver had been 

a gift to him.   

 

When the police went the bishop gave the candlesticks to Valjean who was 

speechless and trembling.   

 

‘Do not forget, do not ever forget,’ said the bishop, ‘that you have promised me to 

use the money to make yourself an honest man.’ 

The power of the bishop’s act, defying every human instinct for revenge, 

changed Jean Valjean’s life forever.   

 

An encounter with forgiveness had melted the granite defences of his soul.  He 

kept the candlesticks as a precious memento of grace and dedicated himself 

from then on to helping others in need. 

 

The love shown in forgiveness had transformed him - and so it is with us and the 

world.   



 

 

 

We have seen it in the South African ‘Truth Commission’ where forgiveness has 

gone hand and hand with discovering the truth of all the terrible things that have 

happen - such forgiveness has brought peace.   

 

We see it in our homes and in our lives when we are willing - like God - to take the 

initiative and to ask for forgiveness - to say sorry - to accept an apology - it breaks 

the chain of resentment and revenge that can so easily imprison us. 

 

God wants us to forgive because it sets us free to love and to live as God would 

have us live - free from guilt and fear and resentment.   

 

Forgiveness may well be hard - almost un-natural - but the only thing harder than 

forgiveness is the alternative - the chain of bitterness, hatred and revenge that 

can run for hundreds of years from one generation to another bringing nothing 

but destruction and alienation from each other and God. 

 

We have been forgiven much - let us love and forgive much too.  Amen 


